GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa
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HIGHLIGHT

FLY IN VAL DI FASSA
This is the best time of the year for free flying in Val di Fassa. And the
aficionados know it. Not by chance, the sky fills every day with wings until
mid-October, especially between Campitello and Canazei, renomated
launching stations. Those who love this sport, in fact, arrive from all over
the world to jump off the natural platforms at Col Rodella and Belvedere,
taking advantage of the updrafts that develop while the temperatures
rise. These atmospheric conditions bring more and more participants to
“Fassa Sky Expo” – which takes place this year from September 27th to
September 29th – and gathers experts and specialized companies for a 3day meeting with equipment tests, talks and much fun in the air.
Those who wish to live the thrill of flying, can do it thanks to the tandem
paraglide: an instructor will guide you into this fantastic adventure.

Today in the valley
WHAT REMAINS OF THE CONFLICT

Itineraries
“L’EGA TE CUNA”

THE LADINS’ MUSEUM

“L’ega te cuna” (Ladin for “The water in the crib”) is an interesting,
didactic track, dedicated to children in particular, which starts in
Penia (beside the hotel Sonia). The itinerary, not much longer than 2
km to cover in about 45 minutes, developes along the stream Avisio,
through bridges and walkways. The track is divided into 13 stages
and several labels or explaining about the flora, the fauna, the
water cycle, the legends about the sources and the seasons of the
Avisio. There is even the “voice” of the stream (a poetry by Stefano
Dell’Antonio) that generates at the foot of the Marmolada. One of
the most interesting passages of the itinerary is “La Sia”: the
ancient Venetian water sawmill, just before going back to the start.

GREAT WAR MUSEUM 1914-1918 - LOC. FEDAIA/CANAZEI FROM 10 A.M.
TO 12.30 P.M. / FROM 2 TO 5.30 P.M.
Findings, objects and military documents found on the Marmolada are
the topic of the exhibition.
LADIN MUSEUM OF FASSA - LOC. SÈN JAN/VIGO FROM 3 TO 7 P.M.
Videos, touch screens and curious objects are the subject of the
interesting ethnographic collection of the Ladin Cultural Institute.

“ENROSADIRA” SINGING

EVENTS PAVILION – LOC. POZZA/SAN GIOVANNI DI FASSA AT 9 P.M.
The choir from Moena is characterised by the investigation and the
study of traditional chants, some of which in Ladin language.

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
SEPTEMBER 11TH AT 8.30 A.M. – CAMPITELLO

EWS TOUR

MTB EXCURSION ALONG THE TRACKS OF THE RECENT WORLD-CLASS
CHALLENGE. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (TOUR AGAINST
PAYMENT).
SEPTEMBER 11TH AT 9 A.M. – CANAZEI

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN DAIRY FARMS
UP TOWARDS THE GRAZING ON CONTRIN, TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THE
ACTIVITIES AND THE PRODUCTS OF THE NAMESAKE DAIRY FARM
(ACITIVTY AGAINST PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
The inhabitants of Pera used, in the past, to reach Tires for trade,
passing through the Catinaccio. They would go up along the Vajolet
valley and reach the tavern “Alla Rosa” at Soial, then the hollow of
Gardeccia to go to west in the dip “Buja de Davoi”. Otherwise, they
would go across the saddke “Forcela de Davoi” or, up to the north
from Gardeccia, the “Porte negre”. From the top of the Vajolet
valley, they would reach the Sella del Principe (Prince saddle), as
once even a prince bishop from Bressanone passed through it to
reach Val di Fassa. From there, through the “Conca del Principe
(Hollow of the Prince) and the Ciamin valley, they would reach
Tires.

SEPTEMBER 11TH AT 9 A.M. – LOC. VIGO/SAN GIOVANNI DI FASSA

AT A GALLOP!

HORSEBACK RIDING EXCURSION, EVEN FOR BEGINNERS, WITH AN
INSTRUCTOR. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (EXCURSION
AGAINST PAYMENT).
Initiatives reserved to the guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment). Enrolments required within the previous day by the Tourist
Offices. The activities are reserved to the guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board.
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